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I .  INTRODUCTION 
Suppose S is a finite set of n points in the plane, at most n -- 2 of them 
lying on any line. There arises the question: how many distinct lines are 
obtained by joining up pairs of distinct points in S? More generally, let S 
denote a finite set of n objects. We shall say that S is F-connected or, 
simply, connected if there exists a family F of subsets of S satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(I) For any two distinct objects in S there is one and only one 
member of F containing them both. 
(2) No member of F contains more than n -- 2 distinct objects in S. 
It follows from (1) and (2) that n ~ 4. We refer to the objects in S as the 
points and to the subsets in F as the lines of S. Apart from our opening 
example we may mention that the points and lines of any finite plane 
(projective or affine) also yield an example of a connected set. 
Let S be a connected set of given cardinality n: in symbols J S I ~ n. 
Denote the set of lines of S by F. In this note we are concerned with the 
question: how many lines of S must there be ? In other words, how large 
must I F [ be ? 
From the work of De Bruijn-Erd6s [2] (see M. R. 10 p. 424) and Hanani 
[4-6](see M.R. 17 p. 294) the following may be deduced. 
THEOREM A. Let (S, F) be a connected set with I S I -:  n. Then there 
exists at least n lines of  S so that [ F t ~ n. Furthermore J F I : n i f  and 
only i f  the points and lines of  S form a finite projective plane. 
(Some slight controversy has surrounded this theorem. In the review of 
[4] (M.R. 13 p. 5) it is asserted that the statement and proof of Theorem A
is not clear. In the review of [2] (M.R. 10 p. 424) it is pointed out that the 
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writers claim to have a counterexample to the statement in Theorem A 
that ] F] = [ S l implies (S, F) is a projective plane. However, this claim 
was apparently due to a misunderstanding based on the definition of a 
projective plane.) 
To explain our contributions in this paper some further notation is 
required, as follows. Let ~r be a finite projective plane of order n /> 3 and 
let l be any line of ~r. Let L1, L2 ..... L ,  be n distinct points of ~r on l, and 
let P be any point of Tr not on L We define a structure M as follows. 
Points of M: those points of ~r different from P and the Li 1 ~< i ~< n 
Lines of M: all point-sets of the form p c~ M where p =~ lis a line of ft. 
We refer to M as an affine configuration of order n. It is clear that the 
points and lines of M give rise to a connected set (S, F) with ] S ] = n ~ and 
fFf = n~ + n. 
Our results can be stated as follows. In Section 2 we rework theorem A
(see Addendum). Next, suppose that S is a connected set whose cardinality 
happens to be a square, L S] = n ~ say. Then, in Section 3 we show how 
Theorem A can be improved in this case to get ] F] >/- n 2 ÷ n, where l F] 
as usual is the total number of lines in S. Furthermore, assuming n ~/3 
it is shown that ] F ] ~- n ~ + n if and only if the points and lines of S form an 
affine plane of order n or an affine configuration of order n. 
In Section 4 we treat some applications and some further connections 
with the literature. 
Addendum. After this work had been completed I became aware of the 
paper by Basterfield and Kelly [Proe. Cambridge Philos. Soc. (1968), 
585-588]. In this paper the authors use an elegant argument to prove a 
rather general result concerning certain kinds of matroid lattices. From 
this result Theorem A actually follows as a special case. The argument of 
Basterfield-Kelly can also be used to shorten a paper by Curtis Greene 
[J. CombinatorialTheory(1971)]. Some related work on designs is 
contained in the paper by H. J. Ryser (J. Algebra (1968), 246). 
2. A BOUND ON I FI  
In the sequel S denotes a connected set and F denotes the family of 
lines of S. I rA  is any set then [ A t means, as usual, the cardinality of A. We 
shall use geometrical language throughout. For example, let P and Q be 
elements (points) of S, and let l be the unique line of S which contains 
them. We shall say that the line l passes through (joins, is incident with) 
the points PQ or that P, Q are connected by (are joined by, lie on) I etc. 
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Let l be any line of S, and suppose there is exactly k points of S lying on/.  
Then the integer k is called the strength of l, and we say that 1 has 
strength k. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let ] S I = n. Let k be the maxirnum number of  points of  
S on any line of  S. Assume I F] ~ n. Then k(k -- 1) ~ n -- 1. 
Proof. Let P be any point of S and let there be exactly x = x(P) lines 
of S through P. Now any two points of S are joined by a unique line of S. 
Thus, all points of S are on one or other of these x lines, and so 
x(P)(k -- 1) ~ n -- 1. Now let I denote the set of incidences of points of 
S with lines of S. We have ] l r = ~an points P x(P) ~ ~au lines ~0 X(p), 
where X(p)  denotes the number of points X of S on a line p of S. Thus, 
from the foregoing, [ I [  ~ n(n -- 1)(k -- 1) - I  recalling that k >/2. On 
the other hand, since X(p)  ~< k we have I I J ~< I F l k. The assumption 
I F[ ~ n leads to nk ~ n(n -- 1)(k -- 1) -1, whence the result. 
LEMMA 2.2. Using the notation of  Lemma 2.1 we have that i f  [ F r <~ n 
then 
(k - - l )  2 ~n- -2 .  
Proof. Let the line l contain exactly k points of S. We now have two 
cases to consider: 
(a) Some line m of zr also contains k points of S. 
(b) All other lines of S besides l contain at most k -- 1 points of S. 
Assume case (a). Then if I and m do not have a point of S in common we 
obtain all told k s + 2 distinct lines of S by joining the points on I and m. 
I f  l and m do have a point of S in common there is determined 
(k -- 1) 2 + 2 lines of S. In any event the result then follows for case (a). 
Now assume (b). Let some line q of S be of strength t where t ~> 2 is the 
maximum strength of any line of S different from L For any point P in 
S -- 1 (the points of S not on l) there are at least k lines of S through P 
obtained by joining P to the k points of L Furthermore, for any point Q of 
I not on q we obtain t lines of S by joining Q to the t distinct points of q. 
As before let I denote the set of incidences of points of S with lines of S. 
Suppose 1 meets q in a point say X, so that X lies on both l and q. Then 
[I1 ~(n - -k )  k+(k - -  1) t+2.  Similarly if l does not meet q we 
obtain I l t  ~(n - -k )  k -kk ( t+ 1). Now, by definition k ~ t ~2.  
Thus, from the foregoing we have that in either case 
I1[ ~ (n - -k )k  +(k - -  Ot + 2. 
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Counting another way, since there are exactly ] F I lines of S, we have 
( IF]  - -  1) t + k ~ l l I .  
Thus, ( IF [  - -  1) t + k ) (n -- k) k + (k --  1) t + 2. By assumption we 
have IF1 ~<n. Thus, (n - -1 )  t+k) (n - -k )k+(k - -1 ) t+2.  Sim- 
plifying we obtain 
k >~ (n --  k)(k -- t) + 2. 
By hypothesis k - - t  >/ 1. Thus, k ) (n - -k ) ' l  +2  or k )n /2+ 1. 
By the definition of a connected set S there are at least two distinct points 
U and V of S not on L By joining these points to the k points of l, we, thus, 
determine at least n Jr 1 distinct lines of S. But this contradicts l F I ~< n 
and so case (b) cannot occur. This completes Lemma 2.2. 
THEOREM A. Let  S be a connected set with [ S I ~- n. Then always 
t F I ~ n. Furthermore, 1 E l  = n i f  and only i f thepo in ts  and lines o f  S fo rm 
a projective plane, so that n = s 2 -? s + 1 fo r  some posit ive integer s ~ 2. 
Proof. Assume 1 F[  ~< n. Then, with the notation of Lemma 2.1, we 
have 
k(k  - -  l) ~ n --  1. (i) 
Also, using Lemma 2.2 
(k - - l )  ~ ~<n- -2 .  (ii) 
Now n and k are positive integers, with n > k ~ 2. In order to satisfy 
Eqs. (i) and (ii) it can be seen that, for example, n cannot be a square. Let 
n lie strictly between s ~ and (s + 1) 2 for some positive integer s. Thus, 
n=s  2+0 for 1 ~0 ~2s .  Since n ~4 it follows that s~2.  Let 
f (k )  ~- k 2 - -  k - -  (n - -  1). This is a quadratic in k and the coefficient of k s 
is 1. Now f ( s )< 0. Thus, f rom (i), k ~ s + 1. Similarly, set 
g(k) ~ (k - -  1) 2 -- (n -- 2). Now g(0) < 0. Also 0 < s + 2, and, further- 
more, g(s + 2) > 0. Thus, from (ii) k ~s+ 1. This implies that 
k = s + 1. F rom (i) we get n ~ s 2 + s -~- 1. Also from (ii) we have 
n >/2  + s z. Let P be any point of S, and let there be exactly x(P)  lines 
of S through P. All points of S are on these lines, so that x(P) (k  - 1) ~ n - 1. 
Thus, 
x(P)  s ~n- -  1 ~(2+s  2) -  1 ~- 1 +s  2. 
Hence, x(P)  ~ s + 1Is. Since x(P)  is an integer, and s ~ 2 it follows 
that there are at least s ÷ 1 lines of S through any point P of S. Now as 
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in Lemma 2.1 we count the number of incidences I I I of points of S with 
lines of S. From the foregoing, since I S I = n there follows J 11 >/n(s + l). 
On the other hand, since there are exactly IF l lines of S we have (using 
k=s+ 1) that [F [ (s+ 1) >~ [ I I .Thus ,  
r F i(s + 1) ~> n(s + 1). (iii) 
We are assuming that I F I ~< n, and so we have a contradiction unless 
I F I = n. Furthermore the method of deriving Eq. (iii) shows also that each 
line of S contains precisely k = s + 1 points of S, and that through each 
point P of S there are exactly s + 1 lines of S. Any two points of S are 
connected by a unique line of S. Thus, the s + l lines of S through P 
account for all the points of S and each of these lines contain precisely s + 1 
points of S. There follows n= IS[ = 1 +(s+l )  s=s  ~+s+l .  To 
summarize, we have shown the following. Let S be a connected set with 
I S f -- n. Then the assumption I F I ~< n implies these three statements: 
(1) I F l=n=s2+s+l .  
(2) Every line of S contains exactly s + 1 points of S, where s > 2. 
(3) There is one and only one line of S through two distinct points 
of S. This means [8, p. 87] that the points and lines of S form a finite 
projective plane of order s. This completes the proof of Theorem A. 
3. CONNECTED SETS OF n 2 POINTS 
Here we improve the lower bound on I F] (see Theorem A) for the case 
of a connected set S with t S ] a square, rS f = n z say. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let S be a connected set with E S E = n 2, and let k be the 
maximum number of  points of S on any line of S. Assume I F I <~ n ~ + n. 
Then it follows that k >/n. 
Proof the idea is similar to that of Lemma 2.1. Let I denote the set of 
incidences of points of S with lines of S. Then 
(n2(n z -  1)/k--  1) ~<[I I  <~ [ F l  k. 
Assuming ]F I ~ n ~ + n, we obtain 
(n2(n ~ -- 1)/k -- 1) ~ (n 2 + n) k 
or  
it(to - 1) >~ n(n - 1). 
Thus, k >~ n, both being positive integers. 
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In what follows S is a connected set having exactly n 2 points altogether, 
I S l = n2- Also k is the maximum strength of any line of S. F as usual 
denotes the set of lines of S. 
LEMMA 3.2 (see Lemma 2.2). Let l be a line of  S with maximal strength 
k. Let t be the maximum strength of  any other line of  S. Assume 
IF1 ~ n ~ + n. Then(k - -  1)( t - -  1) ~<n ~+n-2 .  
Proof. Let p be a line of S of strength t. Clearly t >~ 2. I f  p meets l
there is determined (t - -  1)(k --  1) distinct lines of S by joining points on 
p to points on L Counting the lines p and l also we get 
IFI >/(t-- 1)(k-- 1)+2. 
Since I F I ~< n ~ -t- n the result holds here. Assume p and l have no point 
in common. Then t F[ >~ kt + 2 > (t -- 1)(k -- 1) + 2, and again the 
result holds. 
LEMMA 3.3. Using the notation of  Lemma 3.2 (with I F I ~ n ~ + n), we 
obtain 
( t - -  1)(n z+n-1)  >~(n 2 -k )  k. 
Proof. Let I denote the set of incidences of points of S with lines of S. 
Since there are exactly [ F I lines of S it follows easily that 
l I [  <~k+( lF l - -1 )  t. 
For any point U off l we may obtain k distinct lines of S by connecting U 
to the k distinct points of l. We consider any point V on l. Let there be 
x = x(V)  lines of S through V. One of these lines is l. Now [ S I = n 2. 
Thus, (x - -  1)(t - -  1) >~ n ~ -- k. Hence, (x --  1) >/(n 2 -- k)(t -- 1) -1 so 
thatx>~ 1 + (n 2 - k)(t - O -1 . 
It  follows that 
l it >/(n 2 -k )  k+k[1 +(n 2 -k ) ( t -  1)-1]. 
Using the upper bound on I I [  and the fact that [ F I ~ n ~ + n, we 
obta ink+(n  2÷n-1)  t>~(n  2-k ) k+k+k(n  ~-k ) ( t -1 )  -1 . Sim- 
plifying we obtain the desired result. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let I S t ----- n 2, and assume I F I <~ n 2 + n. Then if  k is 
the maximum strength of  any line of  S we have f (k )  >~ 0 where 
f (k )  = k a -k2(1  + n 2) + kn 2 + (n z + n -  1)(n 2+n-2) .  
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Proof  By definition k /> 2 so that k -- 1 ~ 0. Thus, using Lemma 3.2 
we get t - -1  ~<(n24-n - -2 ) (k - -1 )  -1 . From Lemma3.3 we obtain 
t - -  1 ~ (n 2 - k) k(n 2 4- n - 1) -1 . Thus, 
(n 24-n -2( (k -1 )  -1 ~ (n 2 - k) k(n 2+n- l )  -1, 
and the result will follow from this. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let f (k )  be the cubic of Theorem 3.4. Assume that n ~ 4. 
Thenf (n  + 3) < 0. 
Proof. By substituting, we obtain f (n  + 3) -- --2n 3 + 18n + 20. Set 
g(x) = - -2x 3 + 18x + 20. 
By evaluating at x = - -~ ,  - -2 , - -7/4,  3, 4 we can approximate the 
three real distinct roots of g. It will follow that g(x) < 0 if x ~ 4. Since 
g(n) =- f (n  + 3) and n ~ 4, the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.6. With the notation of  Lemma 3.5 we have f (n 2 -- 2) < 0, 
f (n 2) > O. 
Proof  Since n ~ 4 > 1 it is clear that f (n  2) > 0. Set h(x) = x,~(x), 
where A(x)- - - - - -xZ+ 2x2+ 8x-  3. By evaluating A(x) at x =-  ~,  
0, 3, 4 we can approximate the four real roots of h. It can be seen that 
h(x) is negative for x ~ 4. Now f (n  2 -- 2) = h(n) -- 10. Thus, if n ~ 4 
we have f (n  2 -- 2) < 0 completing the proof. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let J S 1 =- n2 and I F [ <~ n ~ + n, with n ~/ 4. Then k 
cannot be equal to n + 2, k being the maximum strength of  any line of  S. 
Proof  By Lemma 3.3 we have 
(t - 1)(n~ + n - 1) >~ (n~ - k)  k. (a )  
By way of contradiction assume that k ----- n + 2. 
Then( t - -  1)(n ~4-n -  1) ~(n  2 -n -2) (n+2)=n ~4-n  2 -4n-4 .  
Now(n- -  1)(n 24-n -1)=n 3 -2n+ 1. Wehave 
n 3 -2n4-  1 >/n 8+n 2 -4n-4  
<:>n ~-2n-5  ~<0 
"<:~ 0~1 -~ n ~.  o~2~ 
} 
where ~1, ~2 are the roots of the quadratic so that ~t = i -  6a/z; 
c~ = 1 4- 6 ~/~. Since ~ < 4 and since by assumption ~ 4 it follows 
that for the inequality (A) to be valid we must have t --  1 ~ n so that 
t~:n4-1 .  
58za/I5/2-8 
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From Lemma 3.2 we have 
(k - -  l ) ( t - -  1) ~<n~+n- -2 .  (B) 
By definition t ~< k. By hypothesis k = n q-2.  From the foregoing, 
t > /n  q- 1. Thus, t = n q- 1 or t = n Jr 2. But then the inequality (B) is 
violated. It  follows that if k = n q- 2 we have a contradiction. Thus, 
k~n+2.  
THEOREM 3.8. Let S be a connected set of  n ~ points, I S I = n2. Let F 
denote the set of  lines of  S. Let k be the maximum number of  points of  S on 
any line ofF. Assume q F I <~ n 2 q- n and n >/4. Then it follows that either 
k=nork=nq-1 .  
Proof. From Theorem 3.4 we have f (k )  >/O. Clearly f(0) > 0. From 
Lemma 3.5 f (n  ÷ 3) < 0 if n >/ 4. Similarly from Lemma 3.6 
f (n  ~ -- 2) < 0 andf (n  2) > 0. Now f(x)  is a cubic in x with the coefficient 
of x ~ being positive. We are assuming that n >/4  so that, in particular, 
n q- 3 > 0 and n ~ > n 2 -- 2 > n ÷ 3. From the foregoing we observe 
that if a < ]3 < y are the three real roots of  f the following holds 
a <0,  
0<]3<n+3,  
n2- -2<y.  
Thus, if f (x) is nonnegative, then either ~ <~ x ~ ]3 or ), ~< x. Recall that 
from the definition of k and the connected set S, we must have 
2 <~ k <~ n~--  2. 
Nowf(k )  ~> 0. Also k ~< n 2 -- 2 < y. Thus, we can only have ~ <-G k ~< ]3. 
By Lemma 3.1 k ~> n. It follows that n ~ k ~< ]3 < n q- 3. Since k is an 
integer we can only have k = n or k = n q- 1 or k = n q- 2. This last 
possibility is ruled out by Lemma 3.7 proving the theorem. 
We discuss the case of  k = n. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let [ S [ = n 2 with n >~ 4 and assume [ F [ <~ n ~ + n. 
Let k be the maximum strength of  any line of  S. Then i f  k = n it follows that 
the points and lines of  S form an affine plane of  order n so that in fact  
IF[ =n~ +n.  
Proof. Let P be any point of S and let there be exactly x = x(P) lines 
of  S through P. Now k = n. All points of S are contained in these x lines. 
Hence, x(P)(n -- 1) >~ n ~ -- 1 from which x(P) /> n -t- 1. As usual let I 
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denote the set of incidences of points of S with lines of S. Then from the 
foregoing I 11 ~> n2(n + 1) since I S 1 = n 2. Since there are I F ] lines of S 
altogether we get that ] F I n >~ t 11 from k = n. Thus, I F] n >~ n2(n + 1), 
so that IF[  >~ n~q - n. By hypothesis IF[ ~< nZ-¢ - n. Thus, we have a 
contradiction unless I F[ = n 2 + n. As explained previously 
J I j >~ (n2 + n) n. 
I f  some line of S contained fewer than n points of S we would have 
[ I [  <[F in  = (n2+n)n .  
Since k = n it follows that each line of S contains exactly n points of S 
and also that through each point of S there are precisely n + 1 lines of S. 
Let l be any line of S and P any point of S off L We can connect P to the n 
distinct points of l to get n distinct lines orS through P. The remaining line 
of S through P cannot meet 1 and so is parallel to L Thus, the Playfair 
(parallel) axiom is satisfied. Clearly there exists at least three points of S 
not all on the same line of S since n ~> 4. Thus the points and lines of S 
satisfy the axioms for an affine plane of order n as in Pedoe [8, p. 92] com- 
pleting the proof. 
The discussion of the case k = n + 1 is more troublesome. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let IS l=n 2 and IF[ <~n2+n with n~4,  as in 
Theorem 3.8. Assume k = n + 1 so that there is a line u of S of strength 
n + 1. Then there exists another line v of S of strength n + 1. Furthermore, 
u and v have apoint E of S in common. 
Proof. Assume all lines of S besides u have strength n or less. Let P 
be any point on u and let there be x = x(P) lines of S through P. Then 
x(n - -  1) />n 2 - (n+ 1)=n(n- -  1 ) - -  1. Thus, x />n- - (n - -  1) -1 . 
Now n ~> 4 and x is an integer. Thus, x ~ n. The line u contains exactly 
n + 1 points P of S. Counting the lines of S through points of u we get 
I F [  ~n(n-{ -  1)+ 1 =n z+n+ 1, which contradicts IF I  ~n  ~+n.  
It follows that there is at least one other line v of S of strength k -- n + 1. 
Suppose u and v have no point of S in common. By joining points we get 
[F l  ~(n+ 1) 2+2>n 2+n.  Thus, u and v have a point E of S in  
common. 
Notation. Let p be a line of S which contains exactly m points of S so 
that p has strength m. Then we also say that p is an m-line. 
LEMMA 3.11. Let E be as in Lemma 3.10. Then there are precisely n 
lines of S passing through E, of which n -- 1 have strength n + 1. The 
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remaining line y is of  strength n. Furthermore, the strength of  any line of  S 
not containing E is at most n. 
Proof. By joining points of u --  E (points of  u excepting E) to points 
of  v --  E (points of v excepting E) we obtain n 2 distinct lines of S. Let there 
be exactly t lines of  S through E. Then I F I ~ n2 + t. Also all points of  S 
are on one or another of these t lines. Since I F t ~< n ~ + n it follows that 
t ~ n. Now the maximum strength k of any line of  S is n + 1. Thus, 
tn >/- n 2 --  1 so that, since t ~ 2 is an integer, t >/n.  It follows that t ----- n. 
Not all the n lines through E are of strength n + 1, since this would yield 
h SL = n(n) + 1 = n ~ + 1 > n 2. Thus, there is at least one line through 
E of  strength g ~< n. Suppose there are two such lines. Then 
IS [  ~2(n - -  1) + (n --  2) n + 1 ---n ~-  1. 
It follows that through E there are exactly n -- 1 lines of S of strength n + 1 
and one line y of S of strength n. This proves the first part of  Lemma 3.11. 
Let p be a line of  S not passing through E, and let p be of strength b. 
By joining E to the points o fp  we get b distinct lines of S through P. Thus, 
if there are t distinct lines of  S through E we have b ~< t. But as shown 
previously t ----- n so that b ~< n, and the proof  of  the lemma is complete. 
We shall use the notation of Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11 in Lemma 3.12. 
LEMMA 3.12 (see Fig. 1). Let X v~ E be a point of  S not on the n-line y. 
Y 
FIGURE 1 
Then there are precisely n + 1 lines of  S passing through X. Exactly one of  
these lines is of  strength n + 1, exactly one is of  strength n -- 1 and the 
remainder are of  strength n. Also I F] = n 2 + n. 
Proof. Since X is not on y then by Lemma 3.11 the line EX-~ 
contains precisely n + 1 points of S. Now n ~ 3 (n ~ 4 actually) so that 
we may choose a line/3 = EWofS  so that ~ #/3  v~ y: by Lemma 3.11/3 
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has strength n ÷ 1. By joining Xto  the n + 1 points of/3 we get that there 
are at least n ÷ 1 lines of S through X. A similar argument holds for any 
other point Z of c~ so long as Z ~ E. Suppose that there are more than 
n -4- 1 lines of S through X. As remarked before a has n ÷ 1 points. By 
Lemma 3.11 there are n lines of S through E. Counting the lines of S 
which pass through points of a we get [ F [ ~> (n -- 1) n + (n + 1) + n = 
n 2 -t- n + 1. But this contradicts the fact that I F I ~< n 2 -5 n and so there 
are precisely n -t- 1 lines of S through X. Thus, also { F{ = n 2 + n. The 
line c~ is of strength n + 1 and the remaining n lines through X have 
strength at most n by Lemma 3.11. Any two points of S are connected by a 
unique line of S so that any point of S different from X is contained in one 
and only one of the n ÷ 1 lines of S through 8". The second part 
of Lemma 3.12 can then be shown by an argument similar to one used in 
Lemma 3.11. 
Remark. We now have actually shown that IS[  = n2(n ~ 4) implies 
JFI >/n2 +n.  
LEMMA 3.13. Using the notation of Lemma 3.12 there are at least n 
lines of S which do not meet y in a point of S. 
Proof. Let X v~ E and let o~ = EX be a line of S different from y as in 
Lemma 3.12 (see Fig. 1). There are precisely n + 1 lines of S through X by 
Lemma 3.12. Joining X to the n points o fy  accounts for n of these n + 1 
lines. Any two points of S are connected by a unique line of S. Hence, 
there is exactly one line through X which does not meet y. Thus, letting X 
vary over the n points of o~ different from E, we obtain in this fashion n 
lines of S not intersecting y.
LEMMA 3.14. Any n-line of S has a point of S in common with y. 
Proof. Let I be an n-line of S and assume that I and y do not intersect. 
By joining the n points of I to the n points of y we get n 2 lines of S. The line 
y is another line of S. Counting also the lines of S not meeting y (including 
l there are at least n of these by Lemma 3.13) we obtain all told at least 
n 2 -t- 1 + n lines of S. But this contradicts 1 F I = n 2 -4- n (see 
Lemma 3.12). 
LEMMA 3.15. Let P ~ E be a point of S on y. Then there are exactly 
n q- 1 lines of S containing P, and each of these lines contains exactly n 
points of S. Also there are precisely n lines of S which do not intersect y. 
Each of these n lines has strength n -- 1. Moreover all other lines of S 
contain at least n distinct points of S. 
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Proof. Let X v~ E be a point of S not on y as in Lemma 3.12. Our 
discussion in Lemma 3.13 established that there is exactly one line of S 
through X which does not intersect y. Apart from the line ~ = EX we 
know from Lemma 3.12 that the lines through X are either n-lines or 
(n -  1)-lines. Using Lemma 3.14 we obtain that the unique line of S 
through X which misses y is an (n -- 1)-line. Let P @ E be a point of y. 
Then it follows that the line XP joining X and P is of strength n. Thus as 
X varies on the line ~ = EX we get altogether n + 1 lines of S through P
including y and all of them are of strength n. There are n -- 1 points such 
as P on y different from E. From the foregoing then we obtain (n -- 1) • n 
distinct lines of S not counting y. By Lemma 3.11 there are exactly n lines 
of S through E (including y). By Lemma 3.13 there are at least n lines of S 
which do not meet y. So far we have accounted for 
(n - -  1) n+n+n=n 2+nl ineso fS .  
But by Lemma 3.12 IF  I=  n2+ n. Thus, all lines of S have been 
accounted for and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3.16. I f  U and v are two distinct lines o f  S o f  strength n -- 1 
then u and v are disjoint, that is, u and v do not have a point o f  S in common. 
Proof. Let u meet v in a point R of S. Then through R there are at 
least two (n -- 1) lines. Every line through E has strength at least n by 
Lemma 3.11. Thus, R v ~ E. Also by Lemma 3.15 R is not on y. There 
remains the possibility that R v~ E is a point of S with the line ER being 
different from y. But this is ruled out by Lemma 3.12. It follows that u and 
v cannot meet in a point of S. 
Now, using the notation of Lemma 3.10, we form a new system $1 as 
follows. 
Points o f  $1 : points of S together with a new point Z not in S. In 
symbols S~ = S w {Z}, Z ~ S. 
Lines o f  $1 : If l 4= y is a line of S of strength n or of strength n + 1 
then l is also a line of S~. Further, y w {Z} is a line ofS~. I fp  is a line of S 
of strength n -- 1 (so that p misses y) we say that p w {Z} is a line of S~. 
There are no other lines of S~. We denote the set of lines of $1 by F1. 
LEMMA 3.17. The system (Sa, F1) is a connected set with ] $1 [ = n 2 + 1, 
and IF1[ =- n 2 + n. 
Proof. By definition ]$1 [ ~ n 2 + 1. Also [ F1 [ = I F[ the number of 
lines of S and [ F[ -- n 2 + n by Lemma 3.12. From the construction of 
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the lines of Sx it is easy to see that for any two points of Sa both different 
from Z there is a unique line of S~ joining them. By Lemma 3.15 we have 
that, apart from y, there are n distinct lines of St containing Z each now of 
strength n and any two of these n lines intersect precisely in Z by 
Lemma 3.16. Thus, all told there are exactly n -k 1 lines of $1 through Z 
including the line y u Z. This line is of strength n ÷ 1. The remaining n
lines of S~ through Z are of strength n. Now IS1 I = n ~ + 1. Thus, if 
Y # Z is a point of S~ it follows that Y is on exactly one of the n + 1 lines 
of 5'1 through Z. Thus, there is a unique line of 5'1 containing Y and Z. 
Therefore, S~ is a connected set. 
LEMMA 3.18. l f  q is a line of $1 not passing through E then q has strength 
n. Otherwise q has strength n -k 1. 
Proof. In the course of proving Lemma 3.15 all lines of S were accoun- 
ted for. The lines not containing E were of two types. The first type was a 
line of S of strength n which intersected y. The other type was a line o rS  of 
strength n -- 1; this line did not intersect y. Such lines gave rise to a line of 
S 1 of strength n by adjoining Z. The result follows using Lemma 3.11. We 
next delete the point E from 5'1 to obtain another system $2 as follows. 
Points of $2 : points of{S1 -- E}. 
Lines of $2 : all subsets of the form p ~ $2 where p is a line of 5'1. 
We shall denote the set of lines of S~ by F2. It can be seen that the system 
($2, F2) is a connected set. In fact, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.19. The points and lines of S~ form an affine plane zrA of 
order n. 
Proof. Clearly J $2 I ---- n 2. Furthermore (see Lemma 3.17), IF2 ] = 
l Fa I = ] F ] = n 2 -k n. By Lemma 3.18 each line of $2 has strength n. The 
hypotheses of Lemma 3.9 being satisfied, the result is immediate. 
Now let ~r be the projective completion of zr A . In other words zr is the 
finite projective plane of order n obtained by adjoining ideal points and 
the ideal line I to 7rA (see Pedoe [8, p. 92]). Each parallel class in ~'A may be 
identified with an ideal point incident with each line of the class. In 
particular the point E can be identified with the parallel class C, where 
each line of C is of the form p n $2 with p being a line of S~ containing E. 
Then E is on the line I of the projective plane zr. The point Z of zr A (see 
Lemma 3.17) is a point of Tr not on L By removing all points of I save for E 
together with the point Z (and the line l) we obtain the connected set S 
which is, thus, an affine configuration of order n. To summarize, we have 
shown the following. 
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THmREM 3.20. Let S be a connected set with L S 1 = n 2 where n >~ 4. 
Let S contain at least one line of strength n + 1. Assume that I F I <~ n2 + n 
where F denotes the set of lines of S. Then it follows that actually 
I FI = n 2 + n and, moreover, that the points and lines of S form an affine 
configuration of order n. 
Recall that in Lemma 3.5 we have stipulated that n >/4. By definition 
(Section 1) if S is a connected set then IS[ >~ 4. So it only remains to 
examine the cases when J S[ = 22 = 4 and ] S I ---- 32 = 9. 
The case of ] S [ = 4 is briefly disposed of as follows. 
LEMMA 3.21. Let S be a connected set with ISI  ~ 4. Let F as usual 
denote the set of lines of S. Then [ F t >1 6. Further, if I F k = 6 the system 
(S, F) is an affine plane of order 2. 
Proof. By definition, no line of S contains more than ] S[ -- 2 ----- 2 
points of S. Let I denote the set of incidences of points of S with lines of S. 
Then ] I I /> 4.3 = 12, since through each of the 6 points of S there are 
at least three lines of S. On the other hand ] I [  ~< l F I 2. Thus [ F I >~ 6 
and if t F] = 6 then every line of S contains precisely two points of S 
from which the result follows. 
The case of 1 S ] ----- 9 is only slightly more troublesome. By definition no 
line of S contains more than seven points of S. Thus, if k is the maximum 
strength of any line of S we have 2 ~< k <~ 7. We wish to show that if 
[ S 1 = 9 then I F I /> 12 with equality if and only if the points and lines of 
S form an affine subplane or an affine configuration of order 3. For the 
sake of brevity we do not go through the proof of this result which can be 
easily shown using the methods of this section. For example an examina- 
tion of the situation shows that [ F [ > 12 unless k = 3 or k = 4. Exactly 
as in Lemma 3.9 the assumption k = 3 and ]FL ~< 12 will yield that 
[ F [ --- 12 and further that the points and lines of S form an affine plane 
of order 3. Similarly i fk  = 4 then the discussion in Lemmas 3.10-3.18 and 
Theorems 3.19 and 3.20 can be applied to show that ] F[ > 12 unless the 
points and lines of S form an affine configuration of order 3 in which case 
[ F I = 12. To summarize, we have the following. 
THEOREM 3.22. Let S be a connected set with I S I ~- 9. Denoting the 
set of lines of S by F, it follows that I F I >/ 12 with ] F t = 12 if and only if 
the points and lines of S form an affine plane of order 3 or an affine con- 
figuration of order 3. 
Combining Lemmas 3.8, 3.9, 3.21 and Theorems 3.21 and 3.22 we obtain 
our main result. 
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THEOREM 3.23 (main result). Let S be a connected set whose car- 
dinality is a square: I SI = n ~ say. Let F denote the set of lines of S. Then 
always t F I >/n 2 4- n. I f  n -= 2 then [ F ] = 6 if and only if the points and 
lines of S form an affine plane of order 2. Assume n >/3. Then [ F I = n2 4- n 
if and only i f  the points and lines of S form an affine plane of order n or an 
aJfine configuration of order n. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
a. Examples of Connected Sets 
Let zr be any plane (projective or affine, finite or infinite) and let S be a 
set of four or more points in ~-. Regarding the lines of ~- as being subsets 
of the points of zr, let H be the set of all lines in zr containing at least two 
points of S. Let F denote all subsets of S of the form h c~ S with h in H. 
Then the system whose points are the points of S, with the lines of S being 
the collection of subsets in F, yields a connected set provided that no line 
of zr contains more than n -- 2 points of S, where [ S] = n >~ 4. 
I f  we think of 7r as being embedded in a t-dimensional projective space 
for example with t ~> 3 we may obtain other (dual) examples of connected 
sets. I f  t = 3 say, the objects in S could be planes in a three-dimensional 
projective space and the lines of S would correspond to the lines of inter- 
section of pairs of these planes. 
b. The Real Projective Plane: Sylvester's Problem 
In the first class of examples mentioned in 4.a we may take 7r to be the 
real projective plane. For this case theorem A in Section 2 can be applied 
to facilitate the following result. 
THEOREM B (ErdSs: see Coxeter [1, p. 31]. Given n >/3 points in ~ not 
all collinear it follows that if we join every two f them we obtain at least n 
distinct lines. 
Theorem B was originally posed as a problem by Erd6s [3] in 1948. It 
is pointed out there that the theorem may be proved by inducting on the 
number of points in S and making use of a famous theorem which was 
first stated by Sylvester in 1893 but which remained unproved for over 
forty years [1, p. 30]. The result is the following: if n given points in the 
real projective plane ~- are not all on one line then there exists a line of ~r 
containing exactly two of them. (This theorem has for an immediate 
consequence the fact that no finite projective plane or no finite affine plane 
of order greater than two can be embedded in zr.) 
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As stated before, theorem A of Section 2 can be applied to facilitate 
theorem B, see 4.a. However, we point out that the lower bound on the 
number of lines given in Theorem B can be considerably improved if we 
assume that the points S actually form a connected set in w--so that if 
[ S[ = n then at most n -- 2 points are collinear in w, see 4.c. In fact, 
Corollary 4.1 in Kelly and Moser [7] shows that in this case there are at 
least 2n -- 4 connecting lines of S provided that n >~ 4. 
c. Definition of a Connected Set S 
Recall that in Section 1 we stipulated that no line of S contains more 
than [ S [ - -  2 points of S. I f  we had defined a connected set without making 
this stipulation then Theorem A would not hold. For a counterexample, 
if S consists of three distinct points A, B, C and the lines F of S consist of  
the subsets {A, B}{A, C}{B, C} then L S [ = 3 = ] F [ ,  yet the points and 
lines of S do not form a projective plane. This counterexample can be 
generalized as follows. S is a set of n distinct objects Xl, x~ ,..., x~. The 
lines F of S consist of the subset {x2, x2 ..... x~} and the n --  1 subsets 
{xl,  x~} for 2 ~< j ~< n. Then [ S L = n = I F t yet the points and lines of 
S do not form a projective plane. Actually the lines of S form a near- 
pencil in the language of [7, p. 211]. 
d. Comment on the Main Result 
We have shown that if S is a connected set with [ S I = t ---- n 2 then it 
follows that there exists a least t + t 1/~ lines of S, that is, [ f ' i  >/t  + t 1/2. 
This is not necessarily the case if t is not a square. For example let the 
points of S be all the points but one of a projective plane 7r of order n, and 
/ /  
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let the lines F of  S be as described in 4.a of  this section. Then I S [ = t = 
n 9 '+n.However , I F [  =n 2+nq-  1 =tq-  1 <t+t l /~ .  
e. The Case o f  l S I = 9 
In Lemma 3.22 we showed that if S is a connected set with [ S I = 9 
then the number of lines of S is at least 12. We proceed to discuss an 
example in Kelly and Moser [7] of  a connected set of  nine points, such 
that the number of  connecting lines is 13. Let 1, 2, 3, 4 be four points in rr, 
the real projective plane, no three of  which are collinear (see Fig. 2). Let 
(1, 2) meet (3, 4) in 5, and let (1, 4) meet (2, 3) in 6. Suppose (2, 4) meet 
(1, 3) in 7. Let l be the line (5, 6). Now ~r is coordinatized by a field (the 
field of  reals) which is not of  characteristic 2. Thus, the diagonal points of  
the quadrangle 1, 2, 3, 4 are not collinear. It follows that the lines (4, 2) 
and (1, 3) meet l in distinct points 8 and 9, respectively. Now let S be the 
set of  9 points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. By joining them in all possible ways 
in 7r we obtain 13 lines as is remarked in [7], so that [ S [ = 9 and I F J = 13. 
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